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Impact point model predictive control
of a spin-stabilized projectile with
instability protection

Matthew Gross1 and Mark Costello1,2

Abstract

Most smart projectile control systems generate lateral control forces to guide the round to a target. Experience has

shown that under the right combination of body orientation, translational velocity, and angular velocity, relatively low

lateral control force inputs can induce instability of the round. To solve this problem, an additional control logic layer is

appended to a nominal impact point flight control law to protect it from instability in these infrequent, but consequential

situations. To highlight the newly developed control logic, a smart 155 mm spin-stabilized projectile equipped with a

rotating paddle control mechanism is considered. For this example configuration, cross range maneuvering occasionally

induces instability. Simulation results, using both rigid and multi-body nonlinear flight dynamics models, indicate that the

addition of the instability protection layer in the control logic prevents projectile instability while not substantially altering

target impact statistics. The nature of this protector design lends itself well to the use of a GPU to perform the

calculations, greatly decreasing the computation time needed.
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Introduction

There are a wide variety of physical control mechan-
isms used to actively control projectiles. The most
common of these mechanisms use aerodynamic
forces to achieve control. Canards are a very
common control mechanism used on all types of pro-
jectiles, typically consisting of a pair of canards
mounted on the nose of the projectile that, when
deflected, produce a normal and axial force on the
projectile.1,2 Other types of mechanisms can be used
to create aerodynamic asymmetries which can be used
to guide a projectile. Some examples are spoilers
mounted at the rear of a fin-stabilized projectile3

and a spin-stabilized projectile with a nose capable
of moving relative to the projectile body.4,5 Other
types of control mechanisms are pulse jets and thrus-
ters6,7 and moving internal parts to achieve trajectory
alteration.8–11 The main feature of these control
mechanisms is the generation of lateral forces and
moments employed to guide the projectile to an
intended target. Another characteristic feature of
these control mechanisms is the relatively low control
authority that they possess. For example, it is typical
for smart, indirect fire projectiles shot to a range of
25 km to be capable of altering its impact point by a

few hundred meters. The typical low level of control
authority associated with smart projectiles has led to
the term ‘‘ballistic nudging’’ to describe active control
of projectiles.

There are a multitude of control algorithms for use
as part of a smart projectile system. Of the various
choices for control logic, model predictive control
(MPC) is a popular method which is very effective
for projectile applications. MPC works by using a
dynamic model of the system and determining the
control needed to track a desired trajectory with min-
imal control effort by projecting the state of the
system forward in time.12–15 MPC logic specialized
to direct impact point control stands out as efficiently
utilizing available control authority as all control
action is focused on moving the impact point to the
desired target. An example of this approach is
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described by Burchett and Costello15 where they cre-
ated an impact point MPC law for a direct fire rocket
using a ring of lateral pulse jets. A modified version of
projectile linear theory was created to propagate the
trajectory to the target plane at an arbitrary point in
the trajectory.

While lateral loads are used to effectively steer pro-
jectiles, it is well known that these same loads can
induce instability under the right set of circumstances.
In these situations, the angle between the projectile
axis of symmetry and the aerodynamic velocity
vector grows beyond tolerable limits and the round
tumbles as it falls to the ground.16,17 This type of
instability leads to very large impact point errors
where the projectile falls far short of the target due
to high drag. Short rounds not only miss an intended
target, but they also endanger friendly forces in the
local operation area. The well-known phenomenon of
spin-yaw resonance is partially driven by lateral forces
excited on the projectile from mass and aerodynamic
asymmetries.18–23

The contribution of this paper is additional control
logic to an impact point MPC strategy to prevent
instability induced by lateral control forces and
moments. The paper begins with a description of the
mathematical model used to make predictions and is
followed by a description of an impact point model
predictive controller. This is followed by a detailed
description of the projectile instability protector.
The proposed methodology is explored in simulation
with an example 155mm spin-stabilized projectile
equipped with a paddle control mechanism. Results
indicated the proposed method is an effective means
to prevent control-induced instabilities.

Smart projectile system dynamics model

Simulation results shown in this paper use a standard
six degree of freedom dynamics model with gravity,
aerodynamic, and control forces and moments. The
orientation of the projectile body is given by the aero-
dynamic standard 3-2-1 Euler angle sequence as seen
in Figure 1. The motion of the projectile center of
mass is given by equations (1) to (4).24
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In equations (1) and (2), the shorthand notation
s� ¼ sinð�Þ, c� ¼ cosð�Þ, and t� ¼ tanð�Þ is used. The
forces and moments depicted in equations (3) and (4)
are total forces and moments acting on the projectile
which include aerodynamic (A), gravity (G), and con-
trol forces (C). The total forces and moments are
given in equations (5) and (6).
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The aerodynamic forces on the projectile are mod-
eled using existing ballistic expansions with known
coefficients given in equation (7).
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Figure 1. Projectile orientation definition.
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In this equation, Q is the dynamic pressure, d is the
aerodynamic reference area, CX0

is the zero-yaw axial
force coefficient,CX2

is the yaw-squared axial force
coefficient, CN�

is the normal force derivative coeffi-
cient, CYp�

is the Magnus force coefficient, and
V ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2 þ v2 þ w2
p

is the total velocity of the project-
ile. The weight of the projectile expressed in the pro-
jectile body reference frame is given by:
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The aerodynamic moments acting on the projectile are
the pitching, pitch damping,Magnus, and roll damping
moments. Pitching and Magnus moments are given by
taking the cross product of the normal and Magnus
forces given in equation (7) with the position vector
from the center of mass to the center of pressure and
location of Magnus force, respectively. The total aero-
dynamic moments are given in equation (9).
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Here, SBð~rP!CPÞ is the skew-symmetric operator
acting on the position vector from the center of
mass to the center of pressure expressed in the pro-
jectile body frame. Similarly, SBð~rP!CMÞ is the skew-
symmetric operator acting on the position vector from
the center of mass to the center of pressure of the
Magnus force. Clp is the roll damping coefficient and
Cmq

is the pitch damping coefficient. Given a control
system to generate the control forces XC,YC,ZC and
control moments LC,MC,NC, equations (1) to (4) can
be numerically integrated forward in time to generate
a trajectory for a smart projectile configuration.

Impact point MPC with instability
protection

Nominal control law

Impact point control is a very powerful and useful
methodology for smart projectile control that has its
roots in MPC.12–15 This type of control is especially

applicable to smart projectiles where control author-
ity is small and control is achieved by effectively
‘‘nudging’’ the projectile towards the target. This con-
trol law is based on computing multiple trajectories in
flight to determine the impact location of a projectile
given a varying control input. Using this data, a map-
ping is determined from the control input to impact
locations. This mapping is then used to determine the
required control input to impact a specified target.
The general form of this control law is shown as a
block diagram in Figure 2. The control law receives
the target location and the state, and outputs a con-
trol input which is used by the actuator to control the
projectile.

In order to provide context for the control logic,
consider a control mechanism that is capable of gen-
erating a lateral load on the projectile in a specific
direction in the �JB � �KB plane. The single control
input is the angle of the lateral load in this plane.
Suppose this angle is given by �C. Thus, the control
logic must select the lateral control force angle, �C,
at each cycle of control law computation. The locus
of all possible control angles yields a control foot-
print. This footprint can be characterized using
an ellipse fit on the impact points. The equation of
the ellipse is parameterized by the following
equations

xI ¼ A sinð�C � �0Þ þ xB ð10Þ

yI ¼ B cosð�C � �0Þ þ yB ð11Þ

In these equations, the command angle �C and the
controlled impact points ðxI, yIÞ are known. The bal-
listic impact point ðxB, yBÞ, offset angle �0, and con-
stants A and B are the ellipse fit parameters that are
estimated from the data or solved using a linear least
squares regression of the data. With the ellipse fit, a
diagram such as Figure 3 can be drawn to illustrate
the control problem. In this illustration, the vector
~n’ spans the entire border of the ellipse and the
vector ~nT is the vector from the estimated ballistic
impact point to the target. The command angle
required to move towards the target is the angle
that aligns these two vectors so that they are parallel.
This is equivalent to setting the cross product of the
two vectors to zero. Simple algebraic manipulation

Nominal 
Impact Point 
Control Law

Projec�le

Target
u y

x

Figure 2. Control system diagram.
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yields equation (12) which is used to calculate the
required �C.

�C ¼ tan�1
BðxT � xBÞ

Að yT � yBÞ

� �
þ �0 ð12Þ

Here, ðxT, yTÞ is the target location. The command
angle is calculated every time the control system is
called. The general flow of the control law is shown
in Figure 4. The update rate on the control system is
based on what is computationally possible. If it takes
1.5 s to perform a simulation and four simulations are
needed to estimate the ellipse, then the control system
can only update every 6 s. In this sense, it is necessary
to use a minimum number of impact points in order
to fit the ellipse and minimize computation time in
flight. This update time decreases as the flight con-
tinues because less of the trajectory needs to be simu-
lated as the projectile gets closer to the ground.

Instability protector design

The control system protector is an additional layer of
control logic that is added to the existing control law
that is called in the event of a detected instability and
computes a stable control input. Figure 5 is a modifi-
cation of Figure 2 with the nominal controller and the
protector together forming the protected control
system. Here, the protector is placed between the
nominal controller and the projectile such that when
it is called, it will give the projectile a new control
input in order to maintain stability. To implement
the protector for the impact point controller, the
above control law is modified. When the control
system is called the first time, four evenly distributed
command angles are used to fit the ellipse. For all
subsequent control calls, the four command angles
used are selected in the neighborhood of the previous
command angle. This is done to limit the possibility
that one of the control simulations is unstable. To fit
the ellipse, a fifth simulation is performed which only
has the drag component of the paddle. This impact
point is used as the ballistic impact point for the
ellipse fit. A sixth simulation is conducted with the
calculated command angle to verify that this input is
stable. If one of these trajectories is unstable, the pro-
tector routine is invoked. This process is shown in the
flowchart given in Figure 6. Here, M is a counter for
each simulation and N is the total number of simula-
tions run for the nominal impact control law.

The protector routine is in the same spirit as this
general control law. A certain number of simulations
are performed, simulating the projectile from the cur-
rent state to the ground, each with evenly spaced com-
mand angles between 0� and 360�. This is distinct
from the nominal control law in that there are a
larger number command angles used which span the
entire unit circle as opposed to just a neighborhood of
angles. These simulations are separated into stable
and unstable groups. Figure 7 shows an example
case of the stable and unstable command angles
plotted on the unit circle. As can be seen, there is a
clear region of stable command angles. The ellipse fit
is then generated based on only the stable impact
points, as the unstable impact points are not accurate
and are to be avoided. With the ellipse fit, the com-
mand angle is calculated using the same method. If the
command angle is within the unstable region, the
command angle is set to the nearest stable command

Control System 
Called

Perform Control 
Simula�ons

Fit Ellipse
A, B, φ0, xB, yB

Calculate Required 
Control Input, φC

End

Figure 4. Impact point control law flow chart.

Figure 3. Illustration of impact control model.

Nominal 
Impact Point 
Control Law

Projec�le

Target
u y

x

Protector

Figure 5. Control system protector diagram.
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angle, ensuring the projectile remains stable until the
next time the control system is called.

Application to an example
smart projectile

In order to explore the control logic described above,
consider a standard 155-mm, spin-stabilized, artillery
round. This projectile is a common large caliber
round used for many applications. This projectile is
equipped with a control mechanism that uses a paddle
as the primary flow effector. The physical properties
of the projectile and paddle are given in Table 1. This
configuration has a single paddle mounted flush with
the rear of the projectile and 0.0695m from the

centerline of the projectile. This paddle is able to
rotate relative to the projectile body such that it is
externally exposed for a portion of the roll cycle.
Figure 8 shows a drawing of the deployed paddle
with a closeup view of the control mechanism. Here,
a rotary motor which is coupled through a flywheel
and clutch to a wedge-shaped paddle extends beyond
the surface of the spin-stabilized projectile to create an
aerodynamic asymmetry. The motor spins opposite
the projectile with an approximately equal magnitude
in spin rate. The motor can spin independently when
the clutch is disengaged or directly drive the paddle
when the flywheel face and clutch are mated. The
resulting motion of the paddle when the clutch is
engaged is to rotate in and out of the artillery shell
in sync with the spin of the projectile, but in the
opposite direction. When the paddle is activated to
deploy at a particular roll angle window during each
revolution, a consistent aerodynamic force and
moment is generated that causes a predictable and
repeatable deflection in the trajectory in a prescribed
roll orientation.25 This control mechanism has shown
to have a large control authority due to the rear loca-
tion and its control force magnitude. Cross range cor-
rections of up to 1 km can be achieved. The nature of
the applied force and moment of this mechanism is
similar to an impulse where the magnitude cannot be
controlled and the paddle force is only active for a
portion of the roll cycle.1,26

The forces acting on the paddle can be modeled as
an axial force coefficient CXC and normal force coef-
ficient CNC. The paddle also produces a yawing
moment given by the cross product of the control
forces given in equation (13) with the position
vector from the projectile center of mass to the
center of pressure of the paddle. These coefficients
are all functions of Mach number and were deter-
mined using computational fluid dynamic simulations
of the paddle attached to the projectile.27 Since the
paddle is only exposed for a portion of the roll
cycle, the forces are not applied constantly. To

Figure 6. Control system protector flow chart.

φC

stable

unstable

Figure 7. Stable and unstable command angles.

Table 1. Physical properties of projectile and control

mechanism.

Physical property Projectile Paddle

Mass (kg) 46.1725 0.03

Diameter (m) 0.155 0.016

Length (m) 0.843 0.24

Center of gravity – IP (m) 0.290 0.012

Center of gravity – JP (m) 0.0 0.0

IXX (kg-m2) 0.17061 9.6e-7

IYY (kg-m2) 2.03385 1.92e-6

IZZ (kg-m2) 2.03385 1.92e-6

IXY ¼ IYX (kg-m2) 0.0 0.0

IXZ ¼ IZX (kg-m2) 0.0 0.0

IYZ ¼ IZY (kg-m2) 0.0 0.0

Gross and Costello 5
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simplify the model used for control calculations, the
forces and moments are averaged over the entire roll
cycle. The parameter � is used to represent the scaling
of the control force due to this time averaging.
Therefore, the simplified model treats the paddle as
a constant force acting in direction �C which is the
commanded angle of the paddle. The forces and
moment due to the paddle are given in equations
(13) and (14).
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The launch conditions are as follows: initial vel-
ocity of 821m/s, roll rate of 1650 rad/s, and pitch
angle of 45�. The projectile was commanded to a
ground target of (x,y)¼ (22500,900) m which is a bal-
listic correction of approximately 124m given an
uncontrolled impact point of (22451,786) m. The
value of � is set to 0.3. The control timing is based
on each simulation initially requiring 1.2 s to run. The
update rate is decreased by 5% each time the control
system is called. Figures 9 to 14 show the time his-
tories of the states of the projectile, both uncontrolled
and controlled. The controlled impact point is (22300,
900.5242) m, yielding a miss distance of 0.63m. For
the uncontrolled case, 78.85 s elapsed before impact-
ing the ground while for the controlled case 79.8 s
elapsed. The ballistic shot reaches a maximum angle
of attack of about 1.95� while the controlled shot
reaches a maximum of about 2.5�.

To test the protector design, a case is considered
using the same initial conditions as the previous simu-
lation with a target of (22300,1000) m and a � value
of 0.3. Forty-eight command angles are used in the

Figure 8. Concept for guided spin-stabilized projectile.
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Figure 9. Inertial-Y position vs. range, stable controlled.
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Figure 10. Inertial-Z position vs. range, stable controlled.
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protector routine. Figure 15 shows the angle of attack
profile for the ballistic, controlled, and protected
cases. Towards the end of the flight, the angle of
attack of the controlled case grows very rapidly,

indicating that the projectile has gone unstable.
However, with the addition of the protector, the pro-
jectile remains stable throughout the entire flight. The
protected projectile had an impact point of (22300,
1000.1) m yielding a miss distance of 0.1235m. The
trajectories of the controlled and protected simula-
tions are very similar until the nominal controlled
shot begins to go unstable. Figure 16 shows the com-
mand angle of the controlled and protected cases. The
protector is first called at about 27 s, giving a different
command angle than the nominal controller suggests.
While the projectile is stable at this time, the calcu-
lated nominal command angle would force the pro-
jectile into an unstable region later in the flight. The
protector controller corrects for this problem with a
different command angle in order to maintain stabil-
ity. The protector is called again at 32 and 46 s. The
protector successfully keeps the projectile stable
allowing the control system to continue to run nor-
mally for the remainder of the flight. At around 60 s,
the large fluctuations in command angle are due to the
projectile being aligned with the target and the

Figure 15. Total angle of attack vs. time, controlled with

protector.
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Figure 11. Yaw angle vs. time, stable controlled.

Figure 13. Total angle of attack vs. time, stable controlled.

Figure 12. Pitch angle vs. time, stable controlled.

Figure 14. Paddle command angle vs. time, stable controlled.
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command angle changes as it attempts to remain
aligned with the target. For this case, the protector
is only called a few times, with the majority of control
calls not activating the protector.

Figures 17 to 19 show the impact points of Monte
Carlo simulations for the uncontrolled, nominal con-
trolled, and protected controlled cases with the circu-
lar error probable (CEP) drawn with a solid line. The
initial condition standard deviations used for this ana-
lysis are given in Table 2. These initial conditions were
chosen to represent the range of disturbances such a
projectile experiences at launch. The target used was
(22325, 779.88) m which is the impact point of the
nominal initial conditions with only the drag of

the paddle. For this simulation, the ballistic CEP
was 173.2m and the controlled CEP was about 2m
with 66.5% hitting the target which is defined as land-
ing within 5m of the target. However, 7.1% went
unstable. The majority of the unstable shots lie in a
region which would require a command angle close to
0� or 180�. This is in line with previous research by
Lloyd and Brown16 which showed that forces applied
laterally to a projectile and parallel with the ground
caused instabilities to arise during flight. Note that the
CEP cannot be seen in Figures 18 and 19 because it is
so small. With the addition of the protector, all 1000
simulated shots remained stable. The number that hit
within 5m of the target increased to 71.5% and the
CEP was reduced to 1.6715m. In this case, the

Figure 16. Paddle command angle vs. time, controlled with

protector.

Figure 17. Monte Carlo results, uncontrolled.

CEP¼ 173.2 m.
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Figure 19. Monte Carlo results, protected. CEP¼ 1.67 m.

Figure 18. Monte Carlo results, controlled. CEP¼ 2 m.

Table 2. Standard deviations of initial conditions used in Monte Carlo simulation.

x(m) y(m) z(m) �(rad) c(rad) u(m/s) v(m/s) w(m/s) p(rad/s) q(rad/s) r(rad/s)

1 1 1 0.5 0.0002 3.5 2 2 10 2 2
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protector was able to completely remove the instabil-
ity while increasing the performance of the overall
control system. This can be seen by the tightening of
the impact points as well as fewer impact points far
away from the target. The ones that do remain far
away from the target are points where the uncon-
trolled trajectories were also far away from the target.

It is also interesting to view the performance of the
protector over different � values. In this way, � is used
as a scaling factor to observe the control authority of
the paddle mechanism. The values tested varied from
0.1 to 0.5 with all other conditions held constant.
In each case, the target location was the drag only
impact point for each � value. For the low � values,
the nominal controller remained stable for all cases,
therefore, the protector was never needed. As � is
increased, the number of unstable shots increases,
requiring the protector to be called more often.
Figure 20 shows the CEPs of the controlled and pro-
tected cases for each � value. At small �, the control
authority is not sufficient to overcome the perturb-
ations to the initial state and steer a large number of
rounds to the target. The controlled CEP reaches a
minimum at a � of 0.2 and then is effectively constant,
increasing slightly with increasing �. The protector
reduces the CEP slightly by steering some of the
unstable shots close to the target. The number of
stable shots is seen in Figure 21. Without the pro-
tector, an increasing number of shots go unstable as
� is increased, while every simulated shot remains
stable when the protector is added. Finally,
Figure 22 shows the number of shots which hit
within 5m of the target for each � value. Initially,
the number of hits increases with � before peaking
at �¼ 0.3. The drop-off in hit percentage is due to
the increase in unstable shots, which, if stable, may
have hit the target. The protector is able to increase
the number of shots hitting the target, but also peaks
at �¼ 0.35. While every shot is stable with the pro-
tector, the more times the protector is called,

the further off course the projectile is steered in
order to maintain stability, preventing the controller
from steering it back to the target once stability is
achieved.

This protector design shows great performance for
smaller � values, however, when tested with much
larger values, the performance decreases significantly.
While the protector is able to keep the projectile stable
in all cases, the accuracy is greatly diminished. This is
because as the paddle effectiveness is increased, the
number of unstable command angles increases as
well, reducing the number of potential stable com-
mand angles. When the protector is called, it must
choose a command angle that steers the projectile
too far away from the target and is unable to correct
for this deviation. In addition, the projectile is more
likely to go unstable, which means the protector is
called more frequently, greatly increasing computa-
tion time. This protector is designed to correct for
the occasional or rare instability and is not able to
fix highly unstable controlled smart projectiles.

Figure 22. Monte Carlo percent hit vs. �.Figure 20. Monte Carlo CEP vs. �.
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Figure 21. Monte Carlo percent stable vs. �.
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The design of protector is more computationally
intensive than the standard control system due to
the need to run a large number of simulations each
time the protector routine is called. The nature of this
design lends itself very well to being parallelized, spe-
cifically with applications to using a GPU to perform
shot simulations. With the use of a GPU running in
parallel, it would be possible to run significantly more
simulations at each protector call without significant
increase in computation time. These additional simu-
lations could be used to obtain a more accurate char-
acterization of the stable and unstable control regions
or to perform Monte Carlo simulations in flight to
account for potential errors or disturbances in each
simulation. While this protector design was tailored
specifically for this control mechanism and control
law, the principle can be applied to any control mech-
anism that uses a single input from the control system.

Conclusion

Many modern smart projectile control mechanisms
utilize lateral forces as a means of guiding a projectile
towards a target. However, under the right circum-
stances, these forces are capable of driving a projectile
unstable during flight, causing the round to tumble
and fall far short of the target, potentially causing
collateral damage or friendly fire. In the case of the
example smart projectile system considered in detail
here (spin-stabilized 155-mm projectile with a paddle
control mechanism), instabilities occurred, albeit
infrequently, and under very specific conditions.
These instabilities were caused by the control system
applying certain paddle command angles which would
lead the projectile to go unstable later in the flight.
The stability protection control logic proposed here
successfully prevented projectiles from instability
while still maintaining excellent impact point statis-
tics. While results shown above were for a specific
smart projectile system, the stability protection con-
trol logic can be applied to other smart projectiles,
different nominal control laws, and different physical
control mechanisms.
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Appendix

Notation

A,B impact ellipse axes fit parameters
Clp roll damping coefficient
Cmq
þ Cm _�

pitch damping coefficient
CmC pitching moment coefficient of

paddle
Cm�

pitching moment derivative
coefficient

CN�
normal force derivative coefficient

CNC normal force coefficient of paddle
CX0

zero-yaw axial force coefficient
CX2

yaw-squared axial force coefficient
CXC axial force coefficient of paddle
CYp�

Magnus force coefficient
d reference diameter of projectile
g gravitational constant
I mass moment of inertia matrix
�IB, �JB, �KB projectile body frame unit vectors
L,M,N moment measure numbers in body

frame

LC,MC,NC control moment measure numbers in
body frame

m mass of projectile
p, q, r components of rotational velocity of

projectile body with respect to an
inertial observer written in the pro-
jectile frame

Q dynamic pressure of projectile
~rP!CM position vector from the center of

mass to the center of Magnus force
~rP!CP position vector from the center of

mass to the center of pressure
~rP!CPC

position vector from the center of
mass to the center of pressure of
paddle

SBðÞ skew-symmetric operator acting on a
given vector expressed in the body
frame

u, v,w velocity vector scalar numbers in
body reference frame

V total velocity of projectile
x, y, z position vector measure numbers in

inertial reference frame
X,Y,Z force measure numbers in body

frame
XC,YC,ZC control force measure numbers in

body frame
xB, yB ballistic impact point coordinates
xT, yT target impact point coordinates

�� total angle of attack
� paddle scaling parameter
�, �, Euler roll, pitch, and yaw of the

body
�0 impact ellipse angle offset parameter
�C paddle activation Euler roll angle
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